VACANCY NOTICE

ISSUE DATE: __________

CLOSING DATE: ________

COLLEGE: Kingsborough Community College

POSITION: Adjunct Lecturer in the Department of Biological Sciences

QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor’s degree in a life science or related field, Master’s degree preferred, with at least one year of teaching experience.

Duties: To teach a 3 credit, 3-hour college level course to junior and/or senior students at this high school SCI: Issues and Adventures in Science. Explores scientific issues through integration of concepts and techniques from the biological, physical and health sciences. Issues examined include humankind's place in the universe, in which the structure and origin of the universe, solar system, Earth and life are considered; humankind's attempts at mastery of the world, which focuses on space and undersea exploration, genetics research and engineering, bio/computer technology and energy/pollution challenges; and humankind's development of self-knowledge as studied through research on aging, the human mind, fertility, immunity, nutrition and alternative medicine.. This class is in addition to the teacher’s regular Department of Education day and is tentatively scheduled to meet on (days) ______________________ from (start time)___________ to (end time)_____________.

Salary: A single hourly rate of $91.67 will be in effect starting 8/25/2022 for this title.

Effective Date: __________

APPLICANTS ARE AVAILABLE IN ROOM _______

FROM ________________________________
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